Abstract-Vision Based qualitative localization or in the other word place recognition is an important perceptual problem at the center of several fundamental robot procedures. Place recognition approaches are utilized to solve the "global localization" problem. These methods are typically performed in a supervised mode. In this paper an appearance-based unsupervised place clustering and recognition algorithm are introduced. This method fuses several image features using Speedup Robust Features (SURF) by agglomerating them into the union form of features inside each place cluster. The number of place clusters can be extracted by investigating the SURF based scene similarity diagram between adjacent images. Experimental results show that this method is robust, accurate, efficient and able to create topological place clusters for solving the "global localization" problem with acceptable performance by the factor of clustering error and recognition precision.
I. INTRODUCTION
Environmental representation is a basic problem in mobile robotics. Several researches have been established to build an accurate and complete metric or topological map of the environment based on the data gathered by the mobile robot [1] [2] [3] .The main difference of these methods is in term of using different techniques to symbolize the perception and understanding of the current place. When the robots are designed to cooperate with their users, it is preferable to have a compatible localization and mapping system similar to human perception. For such a system, semantic information such as visualization of place can improve the compatibility of the robots to cooperate more effectively with its users [4] . Robots usually rely on metric coordination map to identify the exact location [3] . However, the position of the mobile robot can be identified in qualitative form, similar to humans.
Assistive mobile robot applications requires the ability to recognize and distinguish the places in order to deliver their service [5] . Place recognition is a fundamental problem in building of the topological map of the environment. The topology of an environment can be discovered through the place recognition. Place recognition is also useful for robots that are not able to clearly construct the map. Assistive robots can use place recognition to create the topological map of the area and find out when the robot has arrived at the requested target [6] . Compared to proximity sensors which are widely used in robot navigation [2] , vision sensors such as the camera have significant advantages. Low-price high quality cameras could supply a large amount of information that are useful for place recognition application [3] .
In most recent studies, vision-based mapping and localization are divided into object-based and region-based place recognition [7] . This paper focuses on the region-based place recognition algorithm for localization based on place appearance. This algorithm is applicable to create the topological map and qualitative localization process. It attempts to find the reference or representative image database, especially in appearance view that is more similar to the current robots query image based on their features. It utilized image similarity base k-mean clustering method to develop appearance-based place recognition.
One of the main problems in appearance-based place clustering is the detection of a new place cluster that needs to be added into the place clusters. It is conceptually related to the automatic establishment of minimum nodes in topological map. This problem can be solved by introducing scene change detection approach. In this work, scene change detection has been computed by finding local minima in the image similarity diagram built from adjacent images. These local minimum points represent the areas where scenes are changed during the robot exploration.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a short overview of the related work. Section 3 describes the Image similarity measure, which is applicable in place clustering and recognition. In Section 4 and 5 two k-mean based methods are presented and in section 6, the proposed method designing steps are described. Section 7 shows the experimental results of the proposed approach, and finally the conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
II. RELATED WORK
Place recognition based on appearance of the robot environment is a solution for topological localization. It resolves the "global localization" problem. Reliability and accurate perception of the environment are two challenges that can be tackled by place recognition methods. In robot navigation process the Scale-invariant feature transform [8] SIFT-based landmark recognition algorithm could be used to find the corresponding scene in the database with a current scene of robot environment. However, the SIFT extraction and matching processes are too time consuming steps especially in 978-1-61284-406-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE
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2011 International Conference on Pattern Analysis and Intelligent Robotics 28-29 June 2011, Putrajaya, Malaysia large and complex images. Therefore they are not suitable for high speed robotic applications. On the other hand , global features such as the gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH) [9] , color histograms [10] or gradient orientation histograms [11] are employed for place recognition. Moreover, Jiang et al. [12] introduced the gist of scene for recognizing the places. In this paper, we use the Speed up Robust Features (SURF) [13] as one of the local feature categories which is the latest robust and high speed local feature extractor. The local features are more robust than global features due to the occlusion. If some parts of robot view are occluded by any object, local features are able to find the similarities between free parts. Conversely, global features occlusion can possibly have a great impact on the features and alter them, thus finding the similarity might be impossible.
Omnidirectional camera as a particular unique sensor has been used in [4] . Zivkovic et al. [4] introduced a method that automatically collect images into groups that are related to the same place. However, for utilizing the omnidirectional camera images, it is necessary to apply preprocessing for obtaining panoramic view which is similar to direct view. Then, the local features can describe correct information about the scene. This preprocessing and also calibration process increased the complexity of employing the omnidirectional camera. Therefore, in our work images data sets are obtained from a direct camera.
The probabilistic methods such as Hidden Markov Model have been used to eliminate place classification error that happened in a single view recognition process [14] . Cummins and Newman [15] introduced FAB-MAP algorithm that is a probabilistic framework inspired from bag-of-word (BOW) for place recognition tasks [16] . However, some of these methods used the classification algorithm. They are dependent on human labeled images or human supervised information. Moreover, they are required to have additional information such as odometry and laser scanner data. In a number of platforms, such as the humanoid or legged robots utilizing the odometry is impossible. Additionally, using the laser scanner is more dangerous for users in the assistive mobile robot application, especially at home, hospital or industrial environment.
We propose the place clustering and recognition method that can utilize common cameras as a visual sensor and focus on the image similarity based on the local features obtained by robot visual sensor. Our method can automatically cluster the visual information based on their local feature appearance similarity (scene similarity) without involving any other sensory information such as odometry, laser scanner or etc. Moreover, SURF features are employed, which are approximately three times faster than SIFT features.
III. IMAGE SIMILARITY MEASURE
Different approaches to recognizing and extract the distinctive features from the image scene is what separates the different similarity measurement algorithms methods from each other's [17] . Local features such as SIFT and SURF are among well-known methods used to extract data from images. To obtain similarity between the images, we utilize match kernel method [17] , which compares two match kernel in the local features space. The SURF-based similarity measurement is shown in equation (1) and (2) .
Where ‫ܫ‬ and ‫ܫ‬ are local feature sets and ‫ܫ‬ and ‫ܫ‬ ೖ are two single SURF features. Summation is always calculated on the group of SURF features and only some fixed numbers of the best matches are selected, so that outliers are eliminated. The local feature similarity kernel could be selected from any kind of kernels. We select the Euclidean distance kernel based over the SURF local features that is shown in equation (2) where d is a SURF feature dimension:
Most of the previous methods used classification algorithm for supervised place classification. In this work, we propose an unsupervised classification methods such as k-mean [18] . Suppose that we have a set of images I, the SURF feature extraction approach can convert these images into sets of
where ݉ is a number of local features in each image and ݀ is the SURF features dimension that is equal to 64. The ݂ represent the SURF local features, note that the ݉ values are not same in all images. We want to organize ‫ܫ‬ into K clusters ‫ܥ‬ ൌ ሼ‫ܥ‬ ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ሽ . The similarity criterion then is define as equation ( ǡ ‫ܯ‬ ൌ ሾ݉ ͳ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ ‫ܭ‬ ሿ is cluster means on the basis of the features correspondence; for computing the ‫,ܯ‬ we need to know the index of local features correspond together. The equation (4) represents how the correspondent features can be calculated between the two sets of local features;
Where ݀ and ݀ are the size of local features ‫ܫ‬ ܽ݊݀ ‫ܫ‬ , ̴ܵ݅݉݉ܽ‫݄ܿݐ‬is vector with two row and ݀ columns, which ݀ is the number of features that are matched together between two local features sets. And:
In equation (5) ݀ is a local features dimension, ‫ܥܰ‬ is the number of images which belong tocluster ‫ܥ‬ and ݂ ௌ̴௧ሺ ǡூ ሻ shows that we just calculated the mean of local features which are matched together in the length of feature dimension ݀ . The partitions that maximize the similarity criterion are considered as optim the maximum similarity partitions. The identifies the best compartment of the data similarity criterion in equation (1) 
V. PLACE CLUSTERING BASED on K-M
The Bag of Word (BOW) feature app local view, which is suitable for represent scene classification [12] . The BOW can b the local features. Scene recognition and place recognition are conceptually close to in images representation phase, we utilize for extracting the global-local view of robo k-mean based place clustering can be features. The image version of BOW was text version: images are represented by the contain and the number of their repetition.
Place clustering based on k-mean a separated into local features extractio clustering (create features dictionary), h based on features dictionary and k-mean clu histograms. Features dictionary can be crea mean clustering on all local features extract during the exploration phase. Suppose we h features ݂ ൌ ሼ݂
is a number of all local features. The organize ݂ into K local feature clusters ݂ The local feature based Euclidian distance[1 defined as equation (7).
Where ݂ represent the ݆ ௧ value of featur size of each local feature, for the SURF Features dictionary can be created by empl k-mean algorithm with distance measu equation (7) re ݂ , the ‫ܨܵ‬ is the feature ‫ܨܵ‬ ൌ Ͷ. loying the standard urement like the umb role [18] . The ean and BOW is
Where, ‫ܪܨ‬ is a histogram of l and ‫ܪܵ‬ is a size of features his feature dictionary. The BOW method when it describes the similar place such as office [12] The two previous methods faced with same problem wit clusters (k). Moreover, these m local features and consider th clusters kernel is computed features, these kernels lo Consequently, the probability o space is increased. It directly similarity measurement. As reliability of the k-mean based According to our experimenta these methods is low in mobile
The proposed method is an place clustering and recognition fo in previous methods. This met mean clustering algorithm whic The improvements in the pro design and utilize the scene calculating the number of pl change the local features mean correspondence local features kernel. Our assumption is progressive movement and environmental images during th
A. SCENE CHANGE DETECTI
In this section a local fe change detection method is i local-minima over an images' s threshold for the local-minima from robot environment images extracted, then, the similarities computed using equation(1) f graph is drawn by calculating t values around each image, (See equal to three, five or higher. In of N is equal to five for crea image similarity. Finally, the extracted from this graph, thes that have the lowest similarity They are considered as scene ch images he k-mean algorithm howed in equation (7) . eature dictionary for -mean clustering n (8) . ODOLOGY n appearance-based unsupervised r solving the existing problems thod is developed based on kch contains two improvements. oposed method are: First, we change detection method for ace clusters (k). Second, we n with calculating the union of and consider it as a cluster that the mobile robot has simultaneously captures the he exploration phase.
TION
eature similarity based scene introduced which extracts the similarity graph. We assign the extraction that is independent s. First, the SURF features are between N adjacent frames are for all images. The similarity the mean rates of N similarity e Fig.1 ). The value of N can be n experiment results, the value ating the smooth graph of the local-minima points can be e points demonstrate the areas with their neighboring images. hange areas. Fig. 1 represents scene change regions based on the SURF features similarity diagram that applied on 800 frames of Minnie-robot dataset produced by Pronobis et al. in [17] . In Fig.1 the red spots represent the local-minima points. The frame number of each red spot can be considered as a scene change key-frame. The images between two key-frames belong to the same cluster in initialize step. Then, calculation of the unique characteristic or model for each cluster kernel is required. The proposed method for computing the local features union as a unique model for each cluster kernel ݉ is described in next section.
B. UNION OF LOCAL FEATURES
The k-mean algorithm calculates the mean of local features that are matched together inside a cluster. Mean calculation process causes to lose the original value of local features; as a result, the amount of error in the next matching calculation process is increased. This reduces the performance of k-mean based place clustering algorithms. In this section, we introduce the local features union computation process instead of mean calculation. This algorithm is represented as follow:
In this algorithm ݉ represents the cluster kernel ‫ܥ‬ and ݂ ூ related to the SURF features of images ‫ܫ‬ which are belonged to cluster ‫ܥ‬ . The ‫ݓ‬ contains the weights value of local features in ݉ . The ‫ܯܵ‬ is a two dimension vector which contains the indexes of similar features between kernel cluster ݉ and image‫ܫ‬ . First row of SM is related to kernel cluster ݉ and the second row of SM is related to image features ‫ܫ‬ .
The union of each cluster in the first features set ‫ܫ‬ ,which is belongs to cluster ‫ܥ‬ , is considered as a cluster kernel. Then this process continues for all ‫ܫ‬ that were included in cluster ‫ܥ‬ . The correspondence feature indexes between cluster kernel ݉ and feature set ‫ܫ‬ are extracted By utilizing the ‫݄ܿݐ̴ܽ݉݉݅ܵ‬ (equation (4)) function. These indexes are related to the repeated features, therefore the weights value of these features are increased. The unmatched features from feature set ‫ܫ‬ are also added to cluster kernel ݉ but the weights value for these new features are assigned to 1(one). These process are repeated for all features sets ‫ܫ‬ of cluster ‫ܥ‬ . Finally, those features with minimum weight are deleted from ݉ , because of their lowest repetition rates in cluster ‫ܥ‬ .
C. K-UNION PLACE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In this part, the k-union place clustering method is presented. At the beginning, the SURF features are extracted from the set of images obtained during the robot exploration phase. Our method like the k-mean contains two specific parts, initialize and iterative step. In the initialize step, the number of clusters (k) can be extracted by utilizing the scene change detection method that represents in section A. Then, the cluster-kernels are created by applying the SURF features union method (section B). In the iteration steps, if we continue our method like standard k-mean algorithm, we could create a new algorithm that uses the union instead of means and computing the k automatically, we named it k-union with auto (k). This method is shown as follows:
The result of the proposed place clustering algorithm is the cluster-kernels (M). It contains the local features union for each cluster. The size of this information is very low compare to sequence of environmental images. In the next step, the place recognition process uses these clusters-kernel and act as a qualitative localization.
D. PLACE RECOGNITION
Qualitative localization can be done by applying the place recognition algorithm on cluster-kernels obtained from place clustering methods. The Markov localization algorithm is a famous method based on Bayesian filter in the robotic field [20] . The prediction and observations update are two steps which are cooperated inside the Markov localization filter (see equation 9 and equation 10).
Where ത ୲ is the predicted state that is the product of the prediction step, the probability ሺ ത ୲ ȁ ୲ ǡ ୲ିଵ ሻ is used to model the motion of robots and is called the motion model. The probability ሺ ୲ ȁ ത ୲ ሻ is used to model the measurement of robots and is called the sensor model, and Ș is the normalizing constant. Our place recognition method is inspired from Markov localization. This filter allocates a probability for each state, in this research, the place cluster ୧ ‫ؠ‬ ୲ , the current robot view ୲ ‫ؠ‬ ୲ and ܵ݅݉ሺ‫ܫ‬ ௧ ǡ ‫ܥ‬ ሻ ‫ؠ‬ ܲሺܼ ௧ ȁ‫ݔ‬ҧ ௧ ሻ. In our presented method, the current place cluster number works like the prediction step. Based on adjacent characteristic of robot places, we assume that the probability of the current and neighboring places are equal together. We set the zero probability to other places. This probability assignment is effecting on measurement step. Due to this zero probability, the next image only compares with current cluster-kernel and all adjacent clusters in the place graph according to equation (1) . Each cluster that has the highest similarity value is assigned as the next image place. If the new place-cluster number is different from the current cluster number, the presented cluster number is altered into the new place value and continues the place recognition process. Suppose that a sequence of the robot environmental images is available. We select N-first images and compute the image similarity with all cluster-kernels according to equation (1) . The most popular cluster-kernel that has highest similarity value is considered as the current place and continues the place recognition based on this information.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, we present the performance of our proposed method. To achieve this, we selected the IDOL Database which introduced by Pronobis et.al [16] . This dataset can be used to analyze different properties of a place clustering and recognition system. This dataset contains the two robot platforms and for each platform they performed three experiments in two runs. In our experiment results, the SURF features are extracted from the sequence of images which are obtained from Dumbo and Minnie robot platform movies in IDOL database. We choose the 160*120 pixels as an image size and all of the experiments done by laptop computer equipped the CPU (Core 2 Duo 2GHz) and 2GB memory.
A. PLACE CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE
The accuracy of our proposed method has been investigated by comparing with the k-mean, BOW k-mean place clustering methods. In the k-mean and Bow k-mean methods, it is necessary to specify the number of clusters. For creating the similar situation between three methods, we selected the cluster number which is obtained from our proposed method.
In Fig.1 , the place clusters' groups has been depicted in form of a graph. In all methods which are shown in this figure the cluster number is equal to 31.Based on our experiments, the k-mean based methods are unstable in their results. Due to the initial step that selects the cluster-kernels randomly, the result will be different in the repeating same experiment. We tried to catch the best one and represent the outcomes in Fig.1  (a,b) . In contrast, the proposed methods are stable, and always give the similar result in the same experiment. As shown in Fig. 1 (a and b) , the rate of the images scattering per clusters or in the other word the clustering error in k-mean and BOW k-mean algorithms are higher than the proposed method (kunion Place clustering). In this work the clustering error percentage of three different methods have been investigated. Fig.2 shows the results step by step based on the frame number. According to the presented diagram, increasing the number of images increases the clustering time and error, especially for the k-mean based methods. The error percentage of our k-union with auto (k) method is lower than two other methods, it is not increased when the robot environment is expanded and consequently, the number of frames is increased.
Based on the IDOL database, we have performed two experiments per each robot trial. We chose the first experiment to feed the place clustering algorithms, and then employed the second experiment to test the performance of the place recognition system. Fig. 3 depicts place clustering performance in six different experiments that have been performed over two robot platforms. The clustering errors have represented in figure 3 . The averages of clustering error for k-mean, BOW k-mean, kunion with auto (k) are equal to 33.75%, 25.96% and 4.36%. With regards to the clustering error averages, one can appreciate the fact that the accuracy performance of our proposed method is higher than the other methods.
B. PLACE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE
Qualitative localization can be performs by applying the place recognition algorithms. Cluster-kernels obtained from the place clustering can be utilized in place recognition process. In this section, the place recognition process carried out based on the cluster-kernels acquired from the previous section. Fig. 4 depicted the performance of place recognition process in three different methods and six various experiments. This figure show the recognition precisions.
The averages of recognition precision for k-mean, BOW kmean and our proposed k-union with auto (k) are equal to 61.35%, 66.79% and 91.62%. According to the precision averages, it is understandable that the performance of our proposed method is higher than the other methods.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Localization and mapping as parts of the navigation system are the fundamental competence for mobile autonomous systems. Place recognition is usable for topological localization and mapping process . The navigation system which utilizes the place recognition, are possible solutions for scalability issues. Appearance-based solutions are portable and cost effective. In this paper, we have introduced an unsupervised place recognition method that can utilize common cameras and focus on the image similarity based on the SURF local features extracted from the robot environmental images. Our method can automatically cluster the visual information and create the topological graph of the mobile agent workspace. Based on the experimental results, the average clustering error percentage of the proposed method is very low in different trials. Additionally, the average of recognition precision is also close to 92% which is robust, accurate and applicable to different mobile agent task assignments. 
